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The WHO is an organization responsible for assessing health risks posed by radiation in an 

assessment of exposure doses for the first one year regarding people in Japan and the 
whole world for the purpose of identifying areas and groups of people for which emergency 
measures should be taken.

The WHO assessed doses due to exposure to radiation via four pathways: (i) external 
exposure from the ground surface, (ii) external exposure from radioactive plumes (p.29 
of Vol. 1, “Effects of Reactor Accidents”), (iii) internal exposure through inhalation, and 
(iv) internal exposure through ingestion. Doses due to external exposure via (i) and (ii) 
and internal exposure via (iii) were estimated through simulation based on information on 
contamination density on the soil surface as of September 2011, while doses due to internal 
exposure via (iv) were estimated based on the measurement values for foods and drinking 
water.

(i) to (iv), but in order to avoid underestimation, the WHO set conservative assumptions 
and calculated the largest exposure doses imaginable. Concretely, the WHO adopted the 
preconditions that protective measures such as deliberate evacuation, sheltering indoors, or 
shipping restrictions on foods were not at all taken.

As exposure doses vary by area and age, the WHO estimated doses by dividing areas 

Tochigi Prefectures), the rest of Japan, neighboring countries and the rest of the world, and 
by dividing people by age into those aged one year old (infants), 10 years old (children), and 
20 years old (adults) at the time of the accident.
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•  Doses due to internal exposure through inhalation and external exposure in Japan were 
calculated based on the data for measured concentrations of radionuclides deposited on 
the ground surface.

•  Doses due to internal exposure through ingestion in Japan were calculated based on the 
data on measured concentrations of radionuclides in foods.

NPS, dose estimation was not conducted as people evacuated therefrom immediately after 
the accident.

Deliberate Evacuation Areas, dose estimation was conducted assuming that people stayed 
in these areas for four months after the accident without taking into account evacuation or 
other measures actually taken.

The WHO assumed four exposure pathways, namely, external exposure from (i) 
groundshine*1 and from (ii) cloudshine*2 and internal exposure through (iii) ingestion of 
foods and drinking water and through (iv) inhalation.

*2:  Cloudshine: External exposure from radionuclides in radioactive plumes (p.29 of Vol. 1, 
“Effects of Reactor Accidents”)

 [Relevant parts in the reports]

• WHO Report on health risk assessment, FAQ (Q.4)
• WHO Report on preliminary dose estimation, FAQ (latter half of Q.3)
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of people to be subject to health management and diseases whose incidence should be 

monitored. This assessment was based on exposure doses estimated under considerably 

conservative assumptions in order to avoid underestimation. Accordingly, resulting values 

in this Report are for roughly ascertaining current risk levels and are not intended to predict 

future health effects.

 [Relevant parts in the reports]

Updated on March 31, 2021
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The WHO mainly explains as follows regarding the uncertainties in the results of effective 
dose estimation.

•  Estimating radioactivity concentrations in the air based on the amounts deposited on the 

doses through inhalation. Additionally, compositions of radionuclides, such as percentages 

•  Dose assessment was conducted assuming wooden houses, whose shielding effects 
are weaker than those of buildings made of concrete. This is one of the sources of 
uncertainties that might result in overestimation.

the body) specified by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) 
were used. However, Japanese people take in a lot of marine products and are said to 
have relatively larger amounts of stable iodine in the body. If this is the case, even if they 
take in radioactive iodine temporarily, the amount of radioactive iodine entering the thyroid 
would be smaller. However, such possibility was not taken into consideration and this is 
also one of the sources of uncertainties.

•  Internal exposure through the intake of foods was estimated under assumptions that might 
lead to overestimation, such as that people had eaten only foods produced in Fukushima 
Prefecture and neighboring prefectures, which also causes uncertainties.

 [Relevant parts in the reports]
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